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ScanX PSP Series
Thin, flexible, and wireless ScanX PSPs comfortably accommodate all patients and
capture a larger diagnostic area with less chair time

MAKE THE
SWITCH
Find out how much
your practice could
save by switching
to a ScanX digital
radiography
solution.

C

apturing digital images can often feel like
a balancing act. Is it possible to acquire
the needed diagnostics while keeping the

patient comfortable and at ease? Air Techniques’
ScanX Phosphor Storage Plates (PSPs) offer a simple,
flexible solution for obtaining optimal diagnostics
while minimizing chair time.
The driver of a growing portfolio of ScanX digital
radiography systems, ScanX PSPs have a 100% active
surface area, which means more anatomy is captured
and fewer images are needed to acquire diagnostics.
The thin and flexible PSPs offer easy positioning and
ensure greater comfort for patients, especially those
with limited openings or gag reflexes.
“I firmly believe that no one-sized plate, sensor, or
film can fit every mouth,” said Stephen Dadaian, DDS,

Stephen
Dadaian, DDS

“The process of taking
images with a ScanX PSP
is very straightforward,
and the learning curve is
as simple as it gets.”

of Dadaian Dental in Cresskill, NJ. “The ScanX PSP line
offers sizes 0 to 4 depending on the size, location,
and type of exposure desired by the clinician."

A High-Quality Reputation
When Dr. Dadaian's father began practicing 4

This flexibility allows the Dadaian Dental team to

decades ago, he used Air Techniques products. “So,

easily position ScanX PSPs in difficult anatomy and

when we were looking to incorporate new imaging

capture more surface area per exposure—leading to

into the practice, it was a natural place to start," he

fewer retakes and less chair time.

shared. "We have come to know Air Techniques as a
reliable, innovative brand with a proven track record.”

4 REASONS WHY DR. DADAIAN
USES SCANX PSPs:
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film x-rays. "The process of taking images with a

1

Incredibly thin, comfortable, and well
tolerated by adult and pediatric patients

ScanX PSP is very straightforward, and the learning

2

Extremely flexible and easy to position—
resulting in fewer retakes

ScanX technology has delivered an excellent ROI

3 100% active surface area captures more
imaging data per exposure

4 Needed diagnostics are obtained with fewer
images and less chair time

www.dps.
li/a/6AA-166

curve is as simple as it gets," he said.
for Dadaian Dental—not only because ScanX imaging
units are robust and require little servicing—but also
because ScanX PSPs are sturdily built and have a great
shelf life. “When you combine the ease of use, image
quality, ROI, and support, ScanX imaging technology
is a very hard option to pass up,” he concluded.
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Along with sharp image quality, ScanX PSPs offer Dr.
Dadaian a workflow that's similar to that of traditional
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